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THE END DAYS 

 

Science can’t evaluate the supernatural  

 

(Note: The words are from Our Lord Jesus Christ to Maria Divine Mercy, unless otherwise 

indicated. References: The first number is the order of the message, the last three pairs of numbers 

are dates of the message in month, day, year) 

 

1. Many will soon begin to use their knowledge of science to evaluate the Most Holy Gospels 

The Church will embrace so-called new scientific discoveries, which will discredit what is 

contained in the Holy Bible. They will reveal what they say will be new evidence, which casts 

doubt as to how the world was created. They will then say that much of what is contained in the 

Bible are simply metaphors designed to create peace amongst men. They will use the message of 

humanism, love of one another, in terms of your ability to look after the poor, uneducated and 

needy, as a substitute for the Truth you were given in the Gospels. Then, the false new doctrines 

which will seem similar to the Truth, will be embraced by priests, and only those who remain firm 

to My Word will keep the Truth alive. 

The call for the first changes will be made soon. With a sweetness that will soothe and passionate 

talk about the need to rise up as one united world – to show love and tolerance for all – you will be 

led into the greatest error. Many will be shocked at how quickly My Church will seem to embrace 

the secular world. Many will be enthralled at the way in which different religions, pagans and 

heretics, will scramble to join this new, one-world charitable Church. They will say: “At last a 

Church which is tolerant has reached out to all.” No longer will they feel ashamed to show 

disobedience to God. Instead, they will proudly proclaim that their wretched sins are not only 

acceptable in the Eyes of God, but they are no longer deemed to be sins at all. This will create great 

rejoicing everywhere. 

For the first time in history, those who lead My Church into error will be loved, adored and virtually 

no criticism leveled upon them… They will fill My Churches with insulting pagan symbols and I 

will be nowhere to be seen. (958  11-09-13) 

2. God the Father: No scientific evaluation will make sense when two suns are seen 

Soon, the stars will no longer shine with their great intensity. Soon, new, unexpected signs, 

which will defy all human understanding of science, will be shown by Me, to a disbelieving 

world, as the beginning of My Intervention is revealed. No scientific evaluation will make sense 

when two suns are seen. No definition, by man’s limited knowledge, will make sense. Yet, they 

will take every sign, given to the world from Heaven, and say that this other human life exists 

in the universe. 

I ask you, dear children, to never deny Me or to deny My Promise to bring the world the final peace 

and reconciliation, which is yours if you will accept it on My Terms and not your own. My Will is 

about to be accomplished at last. To prepare you, I will present to the world many miracles in 

the skies, in the universe and planetary system. When you witness these events, I want you to be 
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joyful, for you will know then that I Am heralding the return of My Son to complete His Promise of 

eternal salvation. (959  11-10-13) 

3. The human intellect is not capable of understanding all that is of Me 

 

The greatest pain that those who love Me must endure is that of darkness of the soul. The more you 

join with Me and in Me, the more I will suffer within you. For when I reside within your soul, the 

more you will have to endure pain because of this. When a soul becomes part of Me, in full union, 

and when he surrenders his will to Me, the more My Presence will be evident in that person… I can 

achieve great things when you allow Me to reside within your soul… It is through the victim soul 

that I can intervene to save the souls of others… Accept the different ways in which I work, with 

graciousness, for the pain of being in union with Me will be short-lived. (1,168  07-17-14) 
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